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ABSTRACT 
Let {Pn(x)]n>O and {k(~)],,~s be two sequences of simple manic polynomials such that 
(*) P,(x) =-$ R;+,(x) -o.R;(x), n=0,1,2,.. 
where {a,},,, is a sequence of complex numbers. Consider the two following problems: (i) if 
{Rn),>o is a-given system of orthogonal polynomials, to characterize all the sequences of orthog- 
onal polynomials {P,}, z 0 and all the sequences of compatible parameters {u”},~,, for which (*) 
holds; (ii) the analogous problem, with the assumption that {Pn}n,,, is the given system of orthog- 
onal polynomials. The first problem has been partially solved by Iserles et al. in [6], in the case in 
which {R.],, >s is a classical family. Here, we characterize the solution for both problems in the case 
in which the given system is some classical one. 
1.’ INTRODUCTION 
This paper is motivated by the concept of coherence for a pair of orthogonal 
polynomials when one of them is classical. 
The idea of coherent pairs of orthogonal polynomials was introduced by 
A. Iserles et al. (see [6]) in the framework of the study of orthogonal poly- 
nomials with respect to a Sobolev inner product 
(1,) 
where M and p1 are positive Bore1 measures on the real line satisfying the con- 
ditions 
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1 I LXkdpi <OO, k=0,1,2 ,..., i=O,l 
(finite moments) and 
I p(x) dpi > 0, i = 0,l 
for each polynomial p that is non-negative for all real x and not identically zero 
on the supports of p. and ~1 (which must be sets with an infinite number of 
elements), respectively. In fact, coherence means that a relation between the 
OPS’s (orthogonal polynomial sequences) {P,,), Z o and {Rn}n20, with respect 
to the measures ~0 and ~1, as 
(2) P,(x)=C,+,R,:+,(x)-C,R;(x), n=1,2 ,... 
holds, where Ci, C2, . . are non-zero constants. 
More generally, one has: 
Definition 1. Let {P,}nZo and {R,,}n>o be two OPS’s with respect to the linear 
functionals u and V, respectively (not necessarily positive measures). The pair 
(u, V) is said to be coherent if there exist non-zero complex constants Ci, Cz, . . . 
such that (2) holds. 
Properties of the set of polynomials orthogonal with respect to the Sobolev 
inner product (1) where {dpo, dpi} is a coherent pair, were studied by 
H.G. Meijer in [15]. 
Since we consider manic polynomials, our study on coherence will be cen- 
tered on a relation 
(3) 
1 
P, = _ 
nfl 
where {P,},>. and _ 
R’ n+1- a,,RL, n=1,2,... 
{R&o are MOPS and {u~}~~ 1 a sequence of non-zero 
complex parameters. 
Consider the following problems: 
1’1. If @zht20 is a fixed system of orthogonal polynomials, determine all the 
sequences of orthogonal polynomials {P,},>. and all the sequences of com- 
patible parameters {an}, >, for which (3) holds; 
P2. The analogous problem, with the assumption that {P,},zo is the fixed 
system of orthogonal polynomials. 
The first problem has been partiallly solved by Iserles et al. in [6], with the 
assumption that {R,,},? o is a classical family, for positive measures. Here, in 
Section 3, we will give a complete characterization for both problems in the 
case in which one of the families {P,}, > o or {Rn}n > o is given and some classi- 
cal one. Furthermore, in Section 4, we situate this kind of problems in the 
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context of semiclassical OPS’s, as particular cases of some more general prob- 
lems. In Section 2, we introduce some basic results. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS 
We denote by P the space of all polynomials in one variable with complex 
coefficients and by P’ its topological dual (see [12], [14], e.g.). Let us recall the 
definitions of some useful operations on P’. 
Definition 2. Let u E P’, 4 E P and c E C. We define: 
_ the left multiplication of the functional u by the polynomial 4, which is the 
functional in IJ’, denoted by $14 such that 
_ the distributional derivative of the functional u, denoted by Du, which is the 
element of P’ such that 
(4~) := -(u,P’), P E R 
_ and the division of the functional u by x - c, denoted by (x - c)-‘u: 
((x - c)-‘u,p) := 
( 
u;p(x; If@) 
> 
, pE P. 
Definition 3. Given a continuous linear functional u on P and a set of poly- 
nomials {P,}, >0 such that _ 
degP,,=n, n=0,1,2 ,... 
(u,PnP,) =k,&, (k, E C\(O)), n,m=0,1,2 ,... 
we say that {P,}, > ,, is an orthogonalpolynomial system (OPS) with respect to u. _ 
If u is a linear functional on P and an OPS {P,},>,, for u exists, then u is 
- called regular and {P,,}, , 0 the corresponding OPS. 
Throughout this paper, we will consider always systems of orthogonal poly- 
nomials such that the polynomials are manic (MOPS). The polynomials 
{%@I of any MOPS satisfy a three-term recurrence relation (see [4]) 
(4) 
i 
PrJ= 1, 
Pa+' = cx-; ;E*$P _ n n nnl, n>l 
where U%l,,o and {m}, > I are two sequences of complex numbers with ^ fn # 0 
for n 2 1. It I% important to remark that such a relation characterize completely 
a given MOPS, according with Favard’s theorem (see [4], pp. 21, Theorem 4.4). 
One of the more important classes of OPs’s are the so-called classic orthog- 
onal polynomial systems (Hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi and Bessel). The classical 
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OPS’s can be defined in terms of the corresponding linear (regular) functional, 
u, as solutions of a differential distributional equation 
(5) D(&) = tiu, 
where 4 and T+!J are polynomials such that 
(6) deg$I2, deg11, = 1. 
In these conditions, u is called a classical functional. If we put 
cp(X) =fzx2+bx+c, %G) =px+q 
then the regularity condition implies that 
(7) na+p#O, 4(-s) f”7 n>O. 
In fact, it can be shown [lo] that conditions (7) are necessary and sufficient for 
the regularity of a functional u which is a solution of an equation like (5). 
Moreover, the corresponding parameters ,& and T,, in (4) of a classical MOPS 
are given explicitly in terms of the coefficients of C#I and $ by 
(8) n 
p =_(-2a+p)q+2h[(n-l)a+Pl, 
(2na+p)[(2n - G+Pl 
n>O 
and 
(9) 
-n[(n - 2)a + p] 
” = [(Zn - l)a + p][(2n - 3)a + p] 
(n- l)b+q 
‘(-(2n-2)atp ’ n21 > 
(see [ 161). 
Up to a linear change in the variable, we have 
l Hermite polynomials, {&(x)}~,~, in the case C$ = const.; 
l Laguerre polynomials, 
I 
L?)(x)), > ,,, in the case deg 4 = 1; 
l Jacobi polynomials, {p,““‘(~)}~>o, in the case deg 4 = 2 and C$ with sim- _ 
ple roots; 
l Bessel polynomials > {B?)(x)} n > o, in the case deg 4 = 2 with a double root, _ 
and, in each case, we can take some canonical forms for these polynomials 4 
and T/J (see [14], e.g.): 
l Hermite: c$(x) = 1, q(x) = -2x; 
l Laguerre: 4(x) = x, Q(x) = -x + LY + 1, with CY # -n, n > 1; 
l Jacobi: 4(x) = 1 -x2, q(x)=-(c~+P+2)x+P-a, with a#-n, ,8# 
-n,a+p+l#-n,n>l; 
l Bessel: C+(X) = x2, r/(x) = (CX + 2)x + 2, with Q # -n, n L 2, 
where the restrictions can be justified by conditions (7). 
Many characterizations of the classical OPs’s are known (see [7], e.g.). For 
our purpose, we just need the following one, due to Hahn [5]: a sequence of 
orthogonal polynomials {P,}, , s is classical if and only if the sequence of 
(manic) derivatives {Q,,},,,, where 
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is also a MOPS. 
Remark. If (8) and (9) denote the coefficients of the three-term recurrence re- 
lation for the sequence {Pn},,2,,, then the corresponding coefficients for 
{QnL>o can be computed by the change p -+ p + 2a and q + q + b in both 
formulas (8) and (9), because { Qn}, > 0 is a MOPS for the linear functional v := 
&w, which fulfils the differential distributional equation 
W4r) = (ti + +‘)v 
(see [14], [lo], e.g.). In this way, one can see that the following relations hold: 
1 
H,‘(x) = rlIf,_l(X) 
(10) 
L(+(x) = nLf_:‘)(x) 
p:(“‘P”(x) = np,(a_;‘JJ+l)(X) 
B,(“)‘(x) = nB;y2)(X). 
3. THE CLASSICAL CASE 
The problem of coherence in the case in which one of the families {P,}, > ,, or 
V&O is given and some classical one can be solved by developing the ideas 
presented in [6] and [13]. First, we state the following lemma: 
Lemma 1. Let {P,},,,, and {Qn}n>O be two MOPS’s, {an},,,,, and {b,},,l be 
two sequences of complex parameks and suppose that these two familtk of 
polynomials are connected by 
(11) 
1 
PI(~) = Ql(x) - a0 
Pn+~(x) = Qn+l(x) - a, Qn(x> -b,, n L 1. 
Denote by {Pn,~n+l)n20 and {&%+I)~~~ the sets of parameters of the three- 
term recurrence relations of the sequences {P,,}, 2 o and {Q,,}, , o, respectively. _ 
Then, thefollowing relations hold: 
(12) 
(i) b_ = 0, n 2 1; 
(ii) ,&=Pn--an+a,_l, n?O (a-1 GO); 
(iii) Y=~~-aa,_1(j3n-,&_1), n> 1; 
(iv) a,% = an-i7n+ir n > 1. - 
Proof. Consider the three-term recurrence relation for the sequence {P,}, L o: 
(13) 
1 
P,+l(x) = (x-Pn)Pn(x) -mP,-l(x), n > 1 
PO(X) = 1, P,(x) =x-p0 
(m # 0, n 2 1). Substitution of (11) in (13) yields to 
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I 
Q n+~-anQn-b,=(x-p,)(Qn-an-IQ"-1-b,_1) 
- m(Q+ I - an-2 Qn-2 - bn-2), n 2 3 
(14) Q3 - ~2 Q2 - b2 = (x - P2)(Q2 - UI QI - bl) - 72(Ql - a~) 
Q2 - al Ql - bl = (x - Pl)(Q, - ao) - yl 
Ql -a0 =x-PO. 
Now, consider the three-term recurrence relation for the sequence { Qn}, ~ o: 
(15) 
i 
xQnn(x) = Qn+d4+i%Qn(x) +%Qn-I(X), n > 1 
Qo(x) = 1, x= Q,(x) +po 
(Y # 0, n L 1). According with (15), in the right-side of (14), we can expand the 
terms of the form xQ; as linear combination of the polynomials { Qn}, ~ o, so 
that 
Q n+1- a, Qn - b, 
= Qn+l +PnQn+%Qn-1 -a,-l(Qn+&-,Qn-, ++-1Qv2) 
-b,-l(Ql +Po)-Pn(Qn-a,-,Qn-1 -b,-1) 
- m(Qn- 1 - an-2 Qn-2 - bn-2), n > 3 
Q3 - a2 Q2 - b2 
= Q3 + 62 Q2 + 72 Ql - al (Q2 + jl Ql + $5) - bl (Ql + 60) 
- /32(Q2 -al Ql - bl) - n(Q1 - ao) 
Q2 - a~ QI - bl = Q2 + 6 Ql + 71 - ao(Q~ + PO) - /3l(Ql - ao) - y1 
Ql -ao = QI +Po -PO, 
and, after identification of coefficients in these relations - using the fact that 
{QnL>o is a basis for P’ -we find 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
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-a,=~n-aa,_l-/ln, n>3 
-b,=-b,-t~o++Pnbn_l+‘Ynbn_2, n23 
O=Yn-an-*Pn-l+Pnan-l-m, n>3 
0= -G-1%-1 +^Inanp2, n>4 
O=-az,+b2+~3ul 
0=-6,-l, n>4 
- a2 = t32 - al - P2 
- b2 = -al 46 - bl 60 + 132 bl + “12 ao 
O=;Y2-41 -bl+,&al -72 
-aI = PI - a0 - Pl 
-61 =?I -aoPo+Plao-71 
-ao=Po-PO. 
From (16), (22), (25) and (27) it follows the relations (ii) of (12). From (21), we 
get 
(28) b, = 0, n 2 3; 
hence, (17) can be reduced to 
(29) Tnbn-2 = (/% - PJb,-1, n 2 3. 
Since “(n # 0 for all n 2 1, from (28) and (29) we deduce that b, = 0 for n > 1, 
which proves the relations (i) of (12). Therefore, from (18), (24) and (26), (iii) 
follows, and (iv) can be derived from (19) (20) and (23). q 
Now, we will characterize the solution of problem P2, in the hypothesis that 
the given system is some classical one. Thus, consider that {I’,}, , s is one of the 
classical MOPS%. From all the sequences {R,},,,, of manic polynomials sat- 
isfying (3) our purpose is to characterize the ones which are MOPS’s 
We recall that, according with (lo), the polynomials of each (concrete) clas- 
sical family can be written as the derivatives of polynomials of the same type. 
So, in each case, the polynomials P, which appear in the left side of (3) can be 
replaced by derivatives of polynomials of the same type. Thus, relation (3) can 
be written as an equality involving only derivatives of polynomials and, conse- 
quently, after integration, it can be reduced to a direct relation of polynomials, 
involving, for each n, a constant, which actually can be arbitrary. This leads to 
study the following more general problem: 
P3. Fixed a MOPS {P,}, > ,,, to characterize all the possible systems of or- 
thogonal polynomials {en}, , 0 and all the sequences of compatible parameters 
kJn>O and {b,}, > 0, such that _ 
Pn+l(x)=Qn+l(~)-a,Qn(x)-b,, nL0. 
Without loss of generality, we can consider bo = 0. Hence, the solution for this 
problem can be characterized by the following result: 
Theorem 1. Let {P,},>O be a MOPS, {a,}, >0 and {b,},> 1 two sequences oj 
complex parameters and { Qn}, 2 ,, a simple set if monk polynomials, such that 
(30) 
PI(X) = Ql (x) - ao 
Pn+l(x) = Qn+l(x) -a, Q,,(x) -b,, n 2 1 
Let M,~~+ll,>~ be the set ofparameters of the three-term recurrence relation of 
the sequence {Pi}, k o. 
Then, the orthogonality of the sequence {Q,,}, _> o depends only on the choice qf 
ao. 
More precisely, one has: 
1. Ifa~=0,then{Q,},20isaMOPSifandonly~ 
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b, =0, a,, =O, n2 1. 
In such conditions 
WJ,>0 - {PnL>o. 
2. Zfa0 # 0, then {Q,,}, 2 o is a MOPS ifand only if 
(31) b, = 0, pn Cc) a, = “ln+ I ~ Pn+l(C)’ Pit(c) # 0, n>l 
where 
(32) c := p0 + Yl/ao. 
In this case, the coeficients &, and T,, of the recurrence relation satisfied by 
{Qdn>o are given by 
i 
pn =/%I+* +$$-*, n>O 
(33) 
r 
n 
= pn-l(C)Pn+l(C) ^In, 
pm 
n > 1. 
Moreover, ifudenotes the linearfunctionalsuch that {P,,}, o is the corresponding 
MOPS, then {QnI, z o is orthogonal with respect o v defined as 
(34) v=(x-c)u. 
Proof. Suppose that { Qn}, >. is a MOPS. Thus, it satisfies a three-term recur- 
rence relation 
(35) 
xQ&) = Qn+l(x) +L%Q&) +%Qn-~(x), n 2 1 
Qob, = 1, Ql(x, =x-Do. 
From Lemma 1, relations (12) hold, and, therefore, we need to discuss two si- 
tuations: 
1. a0 = 0. Hence, it follows from (12)-(iv) that also a, = 0 for all n > 1, and 
according with (12)-(i), we deduce immediately from (30) that 
Qn E P,,, n 2 0. 
2. a0 # 0. Then from (12)-(iv), also a, # 0 for all n and 
Substitute (ii) and (iii) of (12) in (iv), and then divide both sides by a,, a,_ 1, to 
find 
4-2 + -&+&-I =a,-1 + 
n 
:+A, n21 
which shows that a,_.* + m/an- 1 + pn_ 1 is independent of n. Therefore, there 
exists a constant c such that 
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(37) a,_1 +y+a = c, n 2 0. 
The value of c can be obtained for n = 0, only in terms of a0 and the data: 
Now, define recurrently a sequence { y,}, z o by 
(39) yo = 1, Y~+I = -h+ly,la,, n 2 0. 
Remark that 
(40) yn#O, nL0. 
Hence, a, = “fn+ 1 y,/y, + 1 for n 2 0; if we substitute in (37) we can see that 
(41) I Yn+l=(c-Pn)Yn-‘YnYn-i, n2l yo= 1, Yl =c-PO, 
or yn = P,(c), n L 0, so that, according with (39) and (41), 
PII a, = ^ fn+l ~ Pn+l(4 P,(c) # 0, 
n> 1. 
So, we have proved that, for each a0 # 0 fixed, in order that {Q,,}, zo, defined by 
(30), be a MOPS it is necessary that conditions (31) hold, where c is defined as 
(32). Furthermore, from the expression of a, given by (31) and from (36), we 
find the expression (33) of $. Also, from the same expression for a, and (ii), 
and using the three-term recurrence relation for the system {P,}nko, we can 
deduce the expression for the coefficient &, as in (33). 
Conversely, it is easy to verify that conditions (31) are also sufficient to 
guaranteethat {Qn)n20, defined by (30), be a MOPS. For that, define complex 
numbers ,& and T,, by formulas (42) or - which is the same - by (33). These 
parameters are well defined, according with (31), and, in addition, ;Un # 0 for all 
n 2 1; one can verify directly (by induction) that { Qn}nrO satisfies the three- 
term recurrence (35), so that, by Favard’s theorem, it is a MOPS. 
Finally, since b, = 0 for n 2 1, it follows from (30) that 
(~,P,+I) = (v, Qn+l - a, Qn) = 0, n L 1; 
hence, v = (sx + t) U, where s and t are constants, given explicitly by 
where ug = (u, 1) and ~0 = (v, 1). Thus, s # 0, and if we consider the normal- 
ization s = 1 (i.e., wo = -71 uo/ao), it is easy to obtain (34), which completes the 
proof. 0 
Remarks. 1. It follows from the previous proof that, instead of (33) the co- 
efficients b,, and ?,, can also be computed from 
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(42) 
&=Pn-an+a,-l, n>O 
Yn='Yn+an-1(Pn-1-Pn-an-1+an-2), n2l 
with the convention a-1 E 0. 
2. The case 1 can be interpreted as a limit case of 2. In fact, if a0 = 0, and if we 
interpret the relations of case 2 in the sense of the limit as c --+ +oc, then the 
conclusions of the case 1 are obtained. 
3. Using the Chihara’s notation (see [4], pp. 35), from (34) we deduce that 
We return to the problem of coherence (which has motivated problem P3). In 
fact, now we can give easily a characterization for all the sequences {R,,}nLo 
which are solutions of problem P2, when we assume that {Pn}n,O is a given _ 
system of classical orthogonal polynomials. 
(I) The Hermite case 
Let -Vdn~o be the MOPS of Hermite, in relation (3). We want to character- 
ize all the sequences of MOPS’s {R,}, 20 and the corresponding parameters a,, 
(n > 1) such that 
(43) X,(x) =+:+t(x) -G&(X), n 2 1. 
Since, in view of (IO), for each n > 0, H,, = H,‘+ l/(n + l), we get 
H,+,(x) = R;+,(x) - (n+ l)a,R,:(x), n > 1. 
After integration, 
H,+l(x)=Rn+l(x)-(n+l)o;,R,(x)-b,, n2 1 
and, of course, Ro and RI must be of the form 
Ro(x) = 1, R1 (x) = HI (x) + g, 
with arbitrary parameters G and b,. We recall that - cf. formulas (8) and (9) - 
the coefficients of the three-term recurrence relation for the sequence {Hn}, > o _ 
are given by 
Pn =o, “ln+1+, n 2 0. 
Thus, according with Theorem 1, for each choice of c (which plays here the role 
of ao), there exists only one MOPS {R,}, 2 o z { R,(., a)}, >. which is a solution 
of (43) and it can be characterized by the following conditions: 
1. if u = 0, then necessarily CT,, = 0, n 2 1 and 
R, E H,,, n 2 0; 
2. if (T # 0, then, putting c := ia, we Faust have H,(c) # 0 for all n 2 1, the 
compatible parameters a,, are given by 
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and { &}, , o is the MOPS such that the coefficients of the corresponding three- 
term recurrence relation are given by 
pn = f&+2(c) fh+1(c) 
----in] n>O, 
f&+1(4 
Tn =; Hn-1(c)Hn+1(4, 
Hi2 (4 
n> 1. 
We recall (see [4], pp. 146) that the manic Hermite polynomial of degree n can 
be expressed as 
n! [n/21 (_l)k(2X)“_2k 
Hn(x) = F ,Fo (n - 2k)!k! 
([n/2] denotes the largest integernot exceeding n/2), so that we can, in fact, to 
compute the expressions for o,, /In and $. 
(II) The Luguerre case 
Now, let {I’,,},,0 be the Laguerre MOPS {L?)}, >o, in relation (3). Again, 
our problem is tocharacterize all MOPS’s {&},>,, and the corresponding se- - 
quences of parameters {c~}, , 1 for which - 
(44) n L@)(x) = -!- R;+,(x) -g,, R;(x), nfl 
n > 1. 
We know that the sequence {L?‘}, > ,, is orthogonal for cy # -1, -2, -3,. . 
Therefore, in order to apply (lo), we must distinguish the cases (Y = 0 and 
cy # 0. If a = 0, it is well known (see [17], pp. 113, formula (6) - after normal- 
ization) that 
L;“)(x) = -& L;;,(x) - LLO)‘(x), n>l 
so that the sequence {R,},lo c {Li’)}, >. fulfils the equation (44) for Q = 0, 
with a,, = -1 for all n. If cx # 0, that is G# 0, -1, -2,. . . , according with (lo), 
(44) is equivalent o 
or 
L!+<‘)‘(x) = R;+,(x) - (n + l)crn R;(x), n 2 1 
L?+;‘)(x) = R,+l(x) - (n+ l)a,R,(x) -b,, n 2 1 
and 
Ro(x) = 1, Lr”-‘l(x) = R,(x) - 0, 
for arbitrary parameters u and b,. The coefficients of the three-term recurrence 
relation for the sequence {Lp- “}, > o are given by _ 
,& = 2n + (Y, ^in+i = (n+ l)(n+~), n>O 
and then, it follows that the only MOPS {Rn}n20 c {R,(., (T)},>~ which are 
solutions of (44) can be characterized by the following conditions 
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1. if~=O,then~~=O,n> land 
R, F Lp-‘) , n>O; 
2. if 0 # 0, 
L:-‘)(c) # 0, 
L+‘)(c) 
a, = (n + CK) ’ 
L:;,‘)(c) ’ 
n21 
where c := (-Y( 1+ ~/CT), and the corresponding coefficients of the three-term re- 
currence relation can be obtained from (42) or (33). 
Also, we remember that the manic Laguerre polynomials are given explicitly 
by ([41, PP. 145) 
L?)(x) = (-l)“n!kcO (i:z) $$. 
In particular, for the choice 0 = -1, we have c = 0 and, since the nth manic 
Laguerre polynomial satisfies Q)(O) = (- 1) ‘(cr + l),, we find that 
a, = -1, n> 1. 
According with (42), in this case the coefficients of the three-term recurrence 
relation for the sequence { R,( ., - 1) }, k 0 are given by 
,& =2n+a+ 1, $ = n(n + a), 
which shows that 
R,(x, -1) = L?)(x), n > 0. - 
(III) The Bessel case 
If v%>o is the Bessel MOPS {Bn(o)} “,,,, we have to distinguish the three 
cases (Y = 11, cx = 0 and o # 0, - 1, -2, . . . TWe don’t consider here the first two 
cases, because the relations (10) are not applicable to go from Bn((y)’ to Bim -‘). 
Inthecasea#O,-I,-2,... , following the same technique as in the Hermite 
and Laguerre cases, one can see that the only MOPS’s {R,}, 1 ,, EE {R, (., CJ)},,  ,, _ 
which are solutions of 
(45) B,?(x) = -& R;+i(x) - GR;(x), n>l 
can be characterized by the conditions 
1. ifu=O,thena,,=O,n> land 
R, E B,(a-2), n 2 0; 
2. if ff # 0, 
BP-=)(c) # 0, a,, = 
-4(n+cr- 1) Bn(“-2’(c) 
(2n+ct- 1)(2n+a)=(2n+a+ 1) B,‘;i2)(c)’ 
n>l 
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where c := -2/c+‘+ 2/(a(a + l)a)], and the corresponding coefficients of the 
three-term recurrence relation can be obtained from (42) or (33). 
The explicit representation for the manic Bessel polynomial of degree n is 
([41, PP. 183) 
B,(Q)(x) = 
In particular the choice ~7 = -2/[o(a + l)] yields to c = 0 and, since B;(*)(O) = 
2’7(n + cx + l),, we find 
-2 
On = (2n + cX)(2n + (Y + 1) ’ n z l 
so that 
-2(a - 1) 
pn = (2n + Q - 1)(2n + Q + 1) ’ n L O 
and 
-4n(n + CI: - 1) 
%I = (2n + CY - 2)(2n + Q - 1)*(2n + o) ’ 
n> 1, 
which means that 
Rn(x,y: 1)) G I@-l)(x), n 2 0. 
(IV) The Jacobi case 
Finally, consider the case in which {P,}, , a is the Jacobi system {P,‘“,“‘}n >a. 
We do not discuss here the cases /3 + (Y = 0 and /? + a + 1 = 0, because in these 
cases relations (10) are not applicable to go from Pn(al’) to P,(a’-1>c3-‘). If 
,0 + a # 0 and /3 + Q + 1 # 0 (and, of course, Q and p subject to their general 
restrictions), we apply the same technique as before, to conclude that the 
MOPS’s {R,(.,(T)),~,, solutions of 
(46) P,‘“‘@)(X) = & %+1(x) - 6i~R,:(x), n>l 
are characterized in the following way: 
1. ifa=O,thena,=O,n> land 
R, G P;(“-i+i) n 1 0; 
2. ifo~O,thenP!“l~“l)(~)+Oholdsforn~land 
C7n = 
4(n + a)(n + p)(n + 0 + P - 1) p,(a-L4-1)(c) 
(2n + cy + f? - 1)(2n + (Y + P)*(2n + a + P+ 1) P,‘u+;*“-I)(C) ’ 
where 
c:=-& p-cl+ 
[ 
4QP 
I (cy+P)(cr+P+ 1)o 
Here, for the manic Jacobi polynomial of degree n ([4], pp. 144), 
c?‘%) = c2n+;+D) & (“,‘;I) (“:“)(x- 1)7x+ v, 
In particular, the choice (T = -~cx/[(cx + ,B)(Q + /3 + l)], gives c = -1, and ac- 
cording with the relation Pn(““) (-1) = (-1)“2”(P+ I),/(n+a+P+ l),, we 
find 
-2(n + CX) 
un=(2n+a+p)(2n+a+P+l)’ n>l 
and 
R, x, (a+p)&+l) - ( > = p,‘“-‘J)(x), n > 0. 
Next, we will give a characterization for problem Pl, also under the hypothesis 
that the given system, {R,}, > ,,, is some classical one. This will be a corollary of 
- the following property. 
Theorem 2. Let {en}, 2 0 be a MOPS, {an}, >_ 0 a sequence of complex parameters 
and {P,,}, > 0 a simple set of manic polynomials, such that _ 
(47) P,(x) = C&l(x) - a, en- I (xl, n> 1. 
suppose also that {,&,,%+~}nZO is the set of parameters of the three-term recur- 
rence relation of the sequence {Q,,}, z ,,. 
Then, the orthogonality of the sequence {P,}, > ,, depends at most of the choice _ 
of thepair (al, az). 
1. Ifal = 0, then {P,}, 20 is a MOPS ifand only if 
a, = 0, n>2 
case in which 
2. ifal # 0, then {P,,},,>,, is a MOPS ifand o&y if 
Qn(a) - AQ’!! (a) # 0 n 1 
a = Qn(a) - xQ,(" ,(a) 
> n 
Qn- 1 (a) - XQ'!! (a) ’ 
nrl 
n 2 
where Q and A are determined in terms of al and a2 (and the data &, ,& and 71) by 
a := a2 + PI + ?I /a1 ) x := a - p() - aI. 
Furthermore, the coeficients ,& and ^in of the three-term recurrence relation sat- 
isJied by {P,,}, > ,, are given by 
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(48) . 
Pn = A + a,+ 1 - a,, n 2 0 (a() E 0) 
Yn=^in+an(Pn-Pn-l+an+,-an), n>l, 
(this formula still remains valid in case l), or, alternatively, by 
( 
po=ck-x 
(49) Pn=o-an-qn/a,, n> 1 
~~=a~(a-j,_~-a,), n>l. - 
Finally, {P,], > a is a MOPS with respect o the linear functional _ 
(50) u = wg 6, - X(x - CY-l v, 
where v denotes the functional corresponding to the given MOPS {Q,,}, L o, wo := 
(u, 1) and 6, is the Dirac measure at the point Q. 
Proof. Assumefirstthat {P,,},,,isaMOPS,andlet {j?&,~~++}),>Obethecor- 
responding set of coefficients ofthe three-term recurrence relation. We can ap- 
ply Lemma 1 (with b, E 0 for all n) and we procede as in the proof of Theorem 
1. Hence, the conclusion of the theorem in the case al = 0 is trivial (as in the 
proof of Theorem 1). In the case al # 0, we deduce that there exists a constant Q 
such that 
a.+l+,+E=o, n> 1. 
Now, define a sequence { Y,},>~ as in the proof of Theorem 1 by yo = 1 and 
y, + 1 = a, + 1 y,, and conclude chat 
Yn+l =(a-A)Yn-%Yyn-I, nr 1 
Yl = a - (PO + A), 
where X = Q - (& + al) (hence yt = at X, and then X # 0). Therefore, it follows 
that 
Y,, = Q,*(w A, 01, n 2 0 
where {Q,Tb; U9~n20 denotes the co-recursive sequence at level zero corre- 
sponding to the sequence {Qn}nZO and to the modification X (see [9]). It is 
known (see [9], pp. 205, formula (4)) that Q,*(x; X,0) = en(x) - XQL! r(x), so 
that 
y,=Q,(o)-xQ!!!,(a), n> 1. 
The conclusion of the proof is now easy, following the same steps as in the 
proof of Theorem 1. IJ 
Remark. This result is related to a result stated by P. Maroni in [13], and a 
similar result was founded in [3], with a different proof. 
The previous theorem solve the problem of coherence when {R,}, >. is a _ 
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classical MOPS. In fact, if {R,}, ,0 _ is classical, tfien the sequence {Qn},zO, 
where 
is also a (classical) MOPS and, therefore, relation (3) can be written as 
p,(x) = Q&j -ngnQn-l(x), n21 
Hence, we apply Theorem 2 with a,, = non for n 2 1 and then a characterization 
for the solution of problem PI, in the case in which the given MOPS is some 
classical one, is the following: 
Corollary 1. Let {Rn}n20 be a classical MOPS, {a,,}, ?I a sequence of complex 
numbers and {P,,}, , 0 a set of monicpolynomials such that _ 
(51) P” = - ’ R’ n+l 
o R’ n+1- n n, n = I,2 )... . 
Then, the orthogonality of the sequence {P,,}, , 0 depends at most of the choice of 
- the pair (~71, ~22). Moreprecisely, one has: 
1. Ifu1 = 0, then {P,}, , ,, is a MOPS ifand only if _ 
on = 0, n 2 2; 
in such a case, 
2. If al # 0, then for each choice of o2 the set {P,,}, z o is a MOPS ifand only if 
Q~(Q) - XQ’!! (a) # 0 ” 1 1 
u =’ en(~) -XQ;!b) 
n 
n Qn-I(Q) -XQ’!! (a)’ 
nzl 
n 2 
where 
en(x) := -$ Ri+,(x), n 2 0 
(which is also a MOPS - since {R,}” > o is classical), { Qn”},, o means the first 
kind associated OPS corresponding to the OPS (Q”), ,o, and cx and X are complex 
numbers which can be expressed explicitly in terms of& and ~72 (and the data) as 
o=202+/3;+$ X=a-(p;+al). 
In these expressions, pd’, B{ and 7; belong to the set {p,‘, rd’, ,}n ,. of the coeffi- 
cients of the three-term recurrence relation for the manic (classtsal) orthogonal 
system {Qnlnzo, which can be obtained directly by the change p --+ p + 2a and 
q ---t q + b in bothformulas (8) and (9), so that 
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+ b) + 2b( p + 2a) 
(~+2a)(p+4a) ’ 
where we consider that 4 zz ax2 + bx + c and $ E px + q are thepolynomials that 
appear in the distributional equation D($v) = $v which the linear functional v 
corresponding to the given classical sequence {R,}, L 0 satisfies. 
Furthermore, the coeficients of the three-term recurrence relation for the se- 
quence {P,,}, > ,, are given by 
/30 =-ck - x 
7, /3n=a-nu,---, n>l 
ngn 
yn =no,(a-pi_, -non), n > 1. - 
Finally, {P,}, , o is a MOPS with respect o the linear functional u defined as _ 
u = (v, rJ5)& - X(x - (Y>-‘(f$v), 
where 6, is the Dirac measure at the point Q. 
4. FURTHER REMARKS 
The problem of coherence for a pair of orthogonal polynomials is related 
with some more general models of problems in the theory of orthogonal poly- 
nomials. One of this kind of problems is the following: 
Given two linear regular functionals u and v, with relative MOPS {P,,},lo 
and {R,},,o, respectively, and assuming that it is known some relation be- 
tween u and v, let say f (u, v) = 0, to determine expressions between the ele- 
ments of the sequences {P,,}, L o and {R,},, 2 o. 
The study if this kind of problem - which we call ‘direct problem’ - leads to 
study the corresponding ‘inverse problem’: 
If some relation involving the elements of the MOPS’s {P,}, > o and {R,}, , o 
is known, to characterize the corresponding regular functionalsu and v, andto 
give explicit relations between them. 
One important problem of this kind is the following: 
(P): Given two MOPS’s {Pn},,,o and {R,}, ,o, to characterize the corre- 
sponding regular functionals u and v such that there exist non-negative integers 
s and p and a (fixed) polynomial C$ of degree p such that 
(54 
n+P 
WR;+,(x) = k=$_$ ~nkPk(X)> n > ST 
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with X,,, _-s # 0 and the convention &i = 0 for i < 0. 
This problem was solved by S. Bonan et al. in [2] when u and v are positive 
measures, and the solution of the problem in the general case was provided by 
F. Marcellan et al. in [13]: u and v are necessarily semiclassical functionals, re- 
lated by 
(53) @)u = h(x) r, 
where h(x) is a polynomial, given explicitly by 
and &@lS)(x, y) is the generalized kernel 
n R!‘)(x)R@(y) 
&%JJ) = ,go ’ (v,Rj) 
(We consider the normalization uo E (u, 1) = 1.) 
Remark that, in the particular case when s = 0 in (52), p 5 2 and R, EZ P,,, 
relation (53) leads, trivially, to a well-known characterization of the classical 
orthogonal polynomials due to W. Al-Salam and T.S. Chihara [l]. 
Another model of inverse problem is the following: 
(P’): Given two MPS {Pn},,o and {R,}, >. orthogonal with respect to the 
linear functionals u and V, to-characterize ; and v such that there exist non- 
negative integers h and t and a polynomial 7r of degree t such that 
k=n-h 
where a,& are complex parameters, with the convention a,i = 0 if i < 0. 
There are some particular ‘trivial’ cases for which the solution of this prob- 
lem is well known: 
1. if 7r z 1 and h = 0, then (55) is reduced to 
f’dx) =A R,:+,(x), n > 0; 
since we assume that both sequences {P,}, 2. and {Rn}nzo are MOPS, the 
above expression implies that {RL + l}n > o is also a MOPS; consequently, from 
the Hahn characterization for the classical OPS’s, {Pn},,o and {R,,}n>o are _ _ 
classical MOPS of the same type. 
2. if r E 1, h = 2 and R, E P,,, (55) can be reduced to 
P&J = & P,:,I (xl + rn PL (x) + s, PL _ 1 (x), n 2 2. 
In this case, {P,}, , o is also a classical orthogonal polynomial system (see [7]). 
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In general, if the solution for problem (P’) exists, then it is characterized in 
the following way (this result was stated - in a preliminary version - by the 
authors of [8], and the proof can be found in [16]): 
(i) the functional u is semiclassical of class at most h + t, and satisfies the 
differential distributional equation 
(56) D(@U) = *iu, 
where @ and !@ are polynomials of degrees < h + t + 2 and h + t + 1, defined, 
respectively, by 
Q(x) = R2(4~OO(X) - ~l(x)~lo(x) 
and 
p(x) = R~(x)~oI(x) - ~;(@ooW - Rl(x)hl(x) +&o(x), 
where, for each m E (0, l}, 8,, is the polynomial defined as 
(57) B,,(x) = (-l)““(m + 1)7r(“‘)(x)(v, R,f+l) nkh -_!I%- Pi(X), 
j=n-r (II, p;) 
(remark that deg Onm 5 n + h + t - m); 
(ii) the functionals u and v are related by 
(58) 7?(x)@(x)v = 7r(x)e(x)U, 
where 0(x) is a polynomial of degree < 2h + t, 
e(x) = - (v>R:) & * pj(x)(O,1(x) + O{,(X)) 
j=O (u,pt) 
+ (v, R;) ‘2’ j=. & 4(x)(eOl(X) + e&(x)); 
’ I 
(iii) the functional v is also semiclassical, of class at most 4h + 6t + 2, and 
satisfies the equation 
(59) 0(&v) = !Fv, 
with 6 and & polynomials of 
4h + 6t + 3, 
sp(x) = (7&%)(X), 
degrees less than or equal to 4h + 6t + 4 and 
G(x) = &+rGV + 2@(7r’8 + &‘)](X). 
Remark that, in the formulations of problems (P) and (P’), we have assumed 
regularity, that is, orthogonality of both sequences {P,}, , o and {R,}, > o. 
Of course, an interesting problem is the following: if&e assume that one of 
the sequences {P,}n, o or {R,}, , o is orthogonal in relation (55) of problem (P’) 
- for example - , to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the regularity of 
the other sequence, including the determination of the compatible sequences of 
parameters C&k. This was the question about what we were interested in the 
previous section of this paper. In fact, for rr G 1 and h = 1, relation (55) reduces 
to a relation of the form 
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1 
P, = __ 
n+l 
R’ n+1- unRL, n>l. 
According with the results above, we can see that the framework of this kind of 
questions is the theory of semiclassical orthogonal polynomials (see [ll], [12] 
and [14], e.g.). 
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